in your home

Because economising starts at home; The effort of everybody is the
key with regards to looking after our future water and for this reason we will show
you how to make your home a more efficient, economical and sustainable one.

THE GOAL IN THE BATHROOM
Turn the tap off when washing your hands, brushing your teeth or when you shave.| Saving of 12 l/min
Shower instead of taking a bath and turn the tap off when you are washing with soap. | Saving 150 l
Use double load cisterns so that they only release the necessary water.|

Saving of 50%

Place a wastepaper bin in the bathroom in order to avoid using the toilet as a bin. | Saving of 6-12 l
Slightly fill the washbasin when shaving instead of leaving the tap on. | Saving 12 l/min
Make the most of the water by filling containers whilst waiting for the hot water to come out in the
shower; for example this water can be used for watering the plants. | Saving 2-8 l

THE GOAL IN THE KITCHEN
Use the washing machine on full load and the approprieate wash programme. Remember that washing
machines with half loads use more or less the same amount of water as a full load. | Saving 30 l
Defrost food in the fridge and not under running water. You will save in expense and will gain in taste.. |
Saving 12 l/min

in your home

Purchase ecological appliances. As well as saving water you will save in energy costs. |
4 0%

Saving

Use left over water from jugs or water that han been used for boiling eggs or washing
vegetables; it will provide nutrients and help promote a healthy growth.
Use the dishwasher on full load as much as you can and when you wash by hand, never keep the
tap running. | Saving 30 l

THE GOAL AND YOU
Close the mains stopcock valve to your home slightly. You will not notice the difference and will save a
great deal of water on a daily basis.
Install water economisers on the taps, showers and toilets.
Repair leaking taps.
Please remember to carry out periodical checks in order to determine possible water leaks and call us
should you come across any malfunction on the following telephone number 900 504 400.

